
Kofure Guesthouse 

Hosts - Yariyari Family 
Kofure has been operating for more than 40 years at the point 
where traditional stories say the sun rises.  
It’s a beautiful sight on a nice morning.  
Kofure can take groups of up to 10 guests and is the guesthouse 
closest to the resort. 
A canoe safari into the bay can be combined with hikes up 
through the string of beautiful villages on Sefoa ridge to Kikita 
where you have a majestic view of the fjords and ridges. From 
there you can walk down through virgin forest to the Bay 



Yavi Guesthouse 

Hosts - Peter & Peter 
Yavi is the newest guesthouse in Cape Nelson, just opened up in 
January 2013,  it is located next to the water in a small village a 
short distance from the resort, There is snorkelling in front and 
rainforest treks behind, perhaps ask for a outrigger canoe and 
explore the fjords on either side. 



Baga Guesthouse 
Hosts - Godwin & Anna 
Just a 30 minute canoe ride south of Tufi this guesthouse has a 
beautiful view of the small bay between Komoa and Baga. There 
is a nice swimming hole in the forest right behind.  

Take an outrigger safari into the majestic Amuian Bay where the 
virgin rainforest gradually closes in on the steep shores. If you 
enter the small side bay and walk up through the forest you’ll be 
rewarded with the highest waterfall in the area, dropping into a 
big swimming pool.  

There are three white sand beaches a short distance from the 
guest house and there are many good snorkelling spots. 

  

  



Garewa guesthouse 
 
Hosts - Fabien & Mildred 
With its wonderful position on the point between the white 
beaches of Garewa the guesthouse offers both glorious sunrises 
and sunsets and a great base for swimming, snorkelling and fjord 
excursions.  
Boulder waterfall is just a short canoe ride followed by a short 
trek into the bay, it is a special sight and a great place for a swim 
and a shower under the waterfall.  
Garewa is the best snorkelling spot in the vicinity of Tufi and the 
resort. Its home to a myriad of tropical fish and has a great 
variety of corals. 

  

  

 

 



Jebo Guesthouse 
 
Hosts - Lancelot & Windorah 
At Jebo you will enjoy a sensational white sandy beach on the 
threshold of your bedroom.  
Here you will find great snorkelling and you will have a great 
starting point for visits to Orotoaba village or to paddle into 
Uramanoa Bay where two of the three waterfalls coming down 
from the steep shores end up straight in the fjord – an invitation 
for a swim! 

 

  



Orotoaba Guesthouse 
 
Hosts - Jackson & Pamela’s 
Orotoaba is a particularly beautiful village with its well-tended 
lawns, its coconut boulevard and its elevated views of the ocean 
and the fjords.  
It is the ideal spot for rainforest excursions and it is a prime spot 
for watching the Birds of Paradise. You need to walk for an hour 
on narrow paths to get up to the lek tree where they put on their 
courtship displays, but what a reward.  
From Orotoaba you can also start longer treks, south to Siu and 
Awanen or north to Tumari. Both Tufi and Sefoa ridges are also 
connected to the paths in the back forest. 

  

  




